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Color-by-Number updated for todayÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s coloring book fans!  Love coloring? Love animals?

Colortronic Animals combines the two in 64 pages of wonderful illustrations, all featuring an

easy-to-use number system. When finished, each illustration will showcase a bright and brilliant

palette. (After all, why should a zebra have only black-and-white stripes?)Ã‚Â  Because

youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll want to display these, each page is perforated, making it easy to tear out for framing.
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This was way better than I expected it to be. The book is large. Each picture has a different color

grid so you aren't using the same colors all the time. I like to use markers and they cover the

numbers pretty well. I will definitely buy another one for my daughter.

This is my first Colortronic coloring book so I didn't really know what to expect. The designs are

beautifully drawn and the suggested colors are very vibrant and create a stunning project.I followed

the colors suggested for my first project except that I did not use a background color as yet. It was

so much fun that I am considering buying two of the book ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ one to follow the colors

by and one with which to do my own color choices.I used Copic markers and then came back and

enhanced the colors and some shading with Polychromos pencils. I found that using both gave a

depth of color to the project and allowed me to fine tune my color choices for a more balanced

looking project.Apart from the color choices, the animals are drawn realistically without



ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“doodlesÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â•. The designs are detailed but are not overly intricate. I

had no problems using any of my medium in the color areas.The color numbers do show through

unless I used an extremely dark or opaque color. I'd love it if the artist/publisher also published the

same pictures in a regular line drawn coloring book but I am sold on their style of color by

number.This is what I found while coloring in the book and testing my coloring medium on the

paper.29 Beautiful Animal Designs in a Color by Number formatDesigns printed on one side of the

page with color guide on the binding side of the perforationsPaper is heavyweight, white, slightly

rough and micro-perforatedSewn BindingDesigns do not cross over the perforations. Each design

has a framing line at the outer edge.I could get the book to lay fairly flat for coloring with a little

effort.Alcohol-based markers bleed through the page. If you use this medium, I suggest using a

blotter page to keep ink from seeping through. I use card stock but a couple of pages of paper

should work as well. It will bleed through to the quote on the back of the page, which doesn't bother

me, but I want to note it if it is an issue for you.Water-based markers, India ink pens and gel pens do

not bleed through the page. Some do leave slight and indistinct shadows on the back of the page.

Some gel pens require additional drying time.Colored pencils worked well with this paper. It has

good ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“toothÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• and allowed for applying layers of the same color to get

rich pigment. I could also layer multiple colors well and I could blend both oil and wax based pencils

easily with a pencil style blending stick.

I am the owner of the first and original Colortronic book: A Kaleidoscopic Coloring Challenge and

am a huge fan of this book so imagine my excitement when I found out that they announced a

second book was coming out of their designs! The first book has lots of colors in a rainbow fashion

that highlights each picture in a unique fashion.So imagine my surprise when this book arrived and I

saw the finished pictures at the book. Apparently the author(s) or designer(s) extremely favor the

colors purple and green in several vast shades.While I usually do not mind sticking to certain colors,

this book makes it difficult to find all these shades in gel pens, markers and even some colored

pencils because of so many different shades of just one color.This is supposed to be relaxing!Also,

if at all possible, please give some sample pages of what I will be coloring! If I could have seen what

I would been coloring first, sadly I would have not purchased this book and repurchased the first

one!

I love Colortronic coloring books! The pictures are large and are clearly marked for easy coloring.

There is a color guide on the margin of each page - different each picture. My one issue is that



some pictures have 3-5 very similar shades, so if you want an exact match you have to have the

largest pack of markers available. The paper is thick and handles Sharpie, Crayola Washable

markers, and colored pencils. Areas to color range from very small to very large (background), so

having fine and broad line markers can be helpful.

I like this book a lot....however, I don't use it for coloring. I paint the pictures with opaque

paints--only by mixing colors can I get the vast array of colors required for all the pictures, and also

cover up the lines and numbers. I did one with water-based markers and it just looked silly, but the

painted pictures come out pretty nice. See photo of a couple of them done with paint (I did change

the background color on the elephant)

I love to color but sometimes I just want to color and not have to think up color palettes. This where

this book comes in.Not only are the designs cute but the designer picked awesome and unusual

color pallets to choose from. Every page I've colored has come out amazing and beautiful. Even if I

don't have the exact shade as suggested, my coloring still looks great.The paper is thick, single

sided and perforated for easy removal. I've been using my Tombow markers with no issues. I can

even blend 2 shades and the paper takes it with no bleed thru.I'm seriously addicted to this book.

I've had it 2 days and have colored almost 10 pages.I'm eagerly awaiting the next book.

AAA+

We colored the other Colortronic adult coloring book. We had a lot of fun. Just started coloring in

Colortronic Animals. Nice quality paper and nothing on back side, so can use pencils, crayons, or

markers. We take out pages of the book to share. The only drawback is, the colors and numbers

which correlate with the page are hard to take out and use as a guide if you take page with animal

out. Nice to learn how different shades of one color can work in a picture.
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